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-ABSTRACT L

-A' two-year long study investoi.gated the influence of
being kn a,mainstreamed classroom on nonhandicapped children4s
abilities to communicate with the handicapped. The study involved
three grO4ps of students: (1) 66 monhandicapped; nonintegrated. (those
,i.n'clasieg without handicapped children) ; (2) 24,,nonhandicappedu
integrated; and (3) -55 handicapped only. To measure the ability of a

'child .to'adept communication to a specific listener, each subject was
shown a' series Of eight drawings illustrating .bandicwed and
nonhandicipi)ed children doing 'different things and4asked whit he er
.she' would say to .commUnicite a certain lintention,to the child in the
picture.: Thee subjects' responses were coded fo their empathic °.

. adaptation to each .handicap. The subjects were tested at the tend of
,tlie'first year of a mainstreaming program andAigain at the end of the
second year of the program. The results indicated that both '.

nonhandicapted And handicapped ch ldren had' difficulty communicating

1'46

with their handicapped peers. Rein in a mainstreamed class h4d no
°,impact On' the codmunicatioe'Ski0.18. f the nonhandicapped children,
and no differences were fOilted between .childrem studied at the ,t

conclusion of the tirst or .se4ond year of the mainstreaming ptogfam.
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Uncertaimty in and-avoidance by others are phenomena ik

which almost every liandicapped
2 person experienaeS on a regu-

S.

lar basis. 'Most nonhandicapped individuals are uncertain

about.how they should intact with someone who is handi-
,

capp (Davis, 1961) and'tend,to avoid such contact (Thompson

and Cundiff, 1979). Wheri mixed (handicapped-noralandiCapped)

interacilions do occur, y are characterized by anxiety

(Hurt and Cook,1979) and discomfort and inhibition (Kleck,

Ono and Hastorf, 1469i. Most nonhandicapped persons have a

predisposition to nOativelorevaluate the handicapped (Yuker,

Block and Campbell '1968) and to have difficulty communicat-
e

irig with them (Th mpson, 1981): 'This negative treatment Is

known tb have debilitating effectS on the self abncept,(Meis-
..) ..

'spar, Thoresoo and Butler, 1967)-and social skinl development

(Thompson, 81) of handicapped children. In an effort to

examine a potential 'solution to these p5oblems, mainstreaming,
. . .

the pres, study 'assessed. the effect of being in a class with

,yr ,

handiCapped children on
.

nonhandicapped children's ability to

tf
communicate with their handicapped clAssmates.

/

.

MainS// treaming

4 ' .4.

The impetus for main tveaming, the inclusion Of h'andi.:-
,,.

I

,

_eppped children in "regtlar" classes, has come from;s6Veral
!- ,

irections. Financial (thann,'1968), academic (Johnson, 1962) ,
!,

an social factors (Newb rger01978) Maxie all been.considera-

tions. It has also "12. e argued that mainstreaming handicapped
) .°-

3
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. .

children should have positive effects on,the-nonhandicapped

_.,.
children in the'clksses, through increasing their awareness,

of and sensitivity to differences in others (Gearheart and

Weishahn, 1976). While the impact of mainstreaming on the

, ,
. I/,

handicapped child is being thoroughly investigated by re-
.

searchers (see

)

.

for exam Johnson; Lavely and Cline, 1975;

Ian°, AyerS, Heller, McGettigan and Walker, 1974; McCauley,.

-__ Bruininks and.Kennedy, 1976; and Macy and Carter, 19,78) its

influences on the nonhandicapfed have received only slight

attention. In light of 1) evidence that most mainstreamed

handicapped and ponhandicapped children are not communicating

with each other (Thompson, 1980) and 2) the increasing preva-

lence of-mainstreaming due to recent legislation (PL94-142),

this question becomes even more important.

The present study chose: to examine this topic through

an investigation of the ability of children .to adapt their

t

communication to the handicaped; Appropriate adaptation is

an essential ingredient of competent communication (Bochner

and Kelly, 1974). Adaptation has frequently been examined

in the literature unt:the title of "Listener-adapted com-'

minication." Messages which are giopropriately =dap ed to a

listener indibate that the communicator devel and uti-

lized assumptions aboUt the receiver of the me . It is

more than just_perspective-taking, as it includ s social

perception propesses in general .(Delia 'and Claik, 1977);
;

A version of Ally's (1973) procedure which assesses

listener-adapted communication through theuse of drawings

'1

4
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was modified to,measure the abilities of nonhandicapped

chi xen to: 1) communicate empathically with the handi-

capped; and.2) adapt their communication to the functional

1`
. limitation of physical handicaps. The first ofthese abi-

lities refers to adapting to the emotional oharacteristids pro-
.

4P
vided by the constraints of the situation or message receiv7

er. This would ,include sending:bad news differently than

good news, or communicating4ifferently to a child who is

3^N
crying compare.f to one who is laughing. The second ability

V

involves aCcurata assessment of and adaptation to the physi-

cal constraints caused by a disability, such as having dif-

ficulty running if one is on crutches. It should benoted

that we are not measuring attitudes or actual coMmtnication,

behaviors, but communicative abilities. s

Ohly orthopedic handicaps
3 were included in th explo-

ratory research beLuse these limitations should be sier

for the nonhandizapped to assess than the limitations caused

by intellectual, emotional or learning disabilities. Since-
.

there is evidence that attitudes toward'the handicgpped be-
,

come more positive as a fundtion of maturity (McDaniels,

1969) a cross-sectional study of children in grades 1, 3 and

6° was undertaken to see if this also holds true with commu-

'nicative abilities., In Order to,examthe changes caused. by 4

Mainstreaming over a period of time, data were collected at
+

the,gonclusidn of both the first and second years of a'main-
. r

.

streaming program.

'In light of the evidence cited earlier indicating

c,
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negative reactions toward the disabled., the first hypothebis.

propoied that:

Hi: NonhAndicapped children will be.more empathic

toward the pitures of the nonhandicapped children

than towards 1.i.otures of the handicapped children.

The second hypothdsis assumed that handicapped children have

more kribwledge about disabilities and that having a'disabi-

lity.will make one more empathic towards others with handi-

caps. On the basis of this, it was suggested that these

children would adapt to the limitations capsed by.the
, -

cal disability of the child in the picture..

H2: Nonhandicapped children /will not ,aapt,to the
_

functional limitations of the disabilities in the

pictures as we'll as handicapped children.
J 1" 7One of the,goals of mainstreaming is improved relation'ships

...
. . ,

between disabled,a.nd nondisabed children (Gearheart and

Weishahn,. 1976) . Improved communicative ability should:

facilitate impro'ed relationships. ,There is evidence!that

mainstreaming has positive-effects on the social acceptance

of educable mentally retarded children (Sheare141974). and on-

the attitudes of classmates' toward.tqe physically hlandicapped
. .

(Friedman,. 1975). We were interested in examining the.im-
,

pact of mainstreaming on communicative ability. -Mils, it

was'posited that:

H
3.

Nonhandicappe:a children in integrated classes will

. - be better able than nonh&ndicapped.children in non-
,

,

integrated classes ,to empeathically and functionally
.

c .-

IC 4. N"
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adapt-their communication to the pictures of the

handicapped children.

The fourth hypothesis mas an attempt to replicate the cross, -"

-? sectional improvements in adaptation noted.by Delia and

Clark (1977) and Alvy (1973):

'H
4'

Adaptation abilities will improve with age.

The next hypothesis suggested that mainstreaming would be-

come more effekie over time. This was assessed by compar-

ing those children who participated in the study at the-end

of the first year of the program with those who participated

at-the end of the second year. This second group of child-
.

ren had been in the mainstraming program for two full. years.
111

The hypot4esis read:

\H
5'

Being in an integrated class will improve nonhandi-

capped childrqn's adaptation abilities more in the

second year than in the first y4,ar.

Finally, VEwas proposed that mainstreaming would have more .

of an impact on older children than on younger ones. This

involved comparing firgti third and sixth graders who were

participating. in the mainstreaming prdgram. 1

Being- in an integrated class will improve non-H6.

handicapped-children's adaptation abilities more

with incteased age.

Since children in glades 1, 3 and were sampled, none .

'of* the children who participated in t s udy the first year

participated again the second year. Thus, h potheses 5 and

6, while they appear to overlap, .are actually measuring two
.

different procegses.
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METHODS...

4

Subjects

The participants were all students in a countywide

school district in a mi LAtlantic state. Since the state is

a one, this district constitutes well' over one-half of

school age children in t'he state.

Consittent with the guidelines of Public Law 94-142,

the district id.attempting to provide the least restrictive

envircnment for each child. Beginning in September, 1977,,

sevefal4children were mainstreamed from the special school

into one of.several "regular" schools. Most of the elemen-

tary age children were mainstreamed into one suburban school.-

Three-groups of subjects were included in-this research:. \
1) nonhandicapped, nonintegrated.(those in classes TAthbut

handicapped students); 2) nonhandicapped, integrated; and

3) hanaicappeapstudents. For the first group, 66, nonhandi-
'44

capped children from nonintegrated classes were randomly se-

lected from the appropriate, grades in d school not partici=

pating in the ainstreaming program. Tosparticipate in the

second group, e nonhandicapped child was randomly selected

from each of the mainstreamed (integrattd); first, third and

'Nosixth grade classes in the district. Each child in this

. group was in a class' with an orthopedically. handicapped

1child. This group included 24 children. A random sample of

55 orthopedically handiciPped children was selected frbm

each of the grades to serve-as the third group.
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As a result of pragmatic limitations the cell sizes are

unequal. Nonorthogonal analyses of.variance (Overall and

Klett, 1.972) and separate-variance estimate t-tests were

utilized to account for this differpnce.

Procedures

'The data were individually.collected within the schools

by the author and a female graduate research assistant. In-
.

terviews were .conducted in a small, quiet.room.containing a

table and two chairs. The same room was used within each

school. Parental permission was obtained prior to each

child's participation.

To measure the abillty to adapt communication to a spe-

cific listener, children were
'
shown a series of eight draw-

inqs. Order of.the pictures.was randomly%deermined for

each child. The drawings showed children doing different'

things. Ralf of b)e children were orthopedically handicapped.

Two pictures showed boys crying- -one boy was missing, an -arm..

Two'shoWed girls standing by some marbles, and one of these

girls was-wearing braces on her degs._ Two pictures showed

boys throwing pillowsI'die was In a wheelchair. And two

shOwed girls standing - -one girl was using forearm crutches.

The pictures were selected to represent some situations in

which adaptation to the functional limitations of the handl-

d'ap would be necessary and some that would not demand adap-

tation. This was to differentiate between chiNen who wefe

aware, of the handicep, those who made inappropriate or un-T.'

necessary references to the handic.ip, and thOse who 'were
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realistically and empathically aware of the limitations

'caused -by the handicap:* Thesituations\were also chosen to
)

represent different emotional. states requiring different

adaptation.

For each picture the subject was given a hypothetical

situation and asked what he or she would say to Communicate

,a certain intention to the child in the picture. For exam-.

ple, for the picture of the boy in the, wheelchair,subjects

were asked, "Let's pretend that you want to have a race with

this boy. What do you think you would say to him to get.him

to race with you?" If the child did not respond to the .ini-

tial question, he or she was asked, "Well, what do you think'.

you might say?" This probe was followed by a rephrasing of

.the initial question. If the child still did not respond

the experimenter went on to the next picture. Table 1 pre-

sents a'brief descripti' of each picture, along with the

queSE18E-US6d for each, The, procedure was pretested to in-
_

sure clarity.

Insert Table 1 about here

All responses to this measiire were tap% recorded and

,

later coded.accOrding to the hierarchical :schemes listed in ,
-,-

Table 2...Responses were coded by two independent judges bn

both empathic adaptation and adaptation to.the handicap

which was coded only for the sketches of the handicapped
0

children). The empathic adaptation coding schente begins withe

no respons

r

p.at all. It then follows the child's progress

V
10
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throtigh so e attempt to a pore and, more appropriate adapt.a.=

'tion to the child in the picture. The coding scheme for .

i.

"adaptatjeon- t the handicap alid begins with no response. It

.then follows a progress covering;both apprbpriate and inap-

1

propriate .references to the handicap of the child in the

picture. There ft were some situations which did not require

.

mention 'of the handicap, and'-reference to, it in this situa-

tion iiinappropriate.. This coding scheme assesses reference

to the funct4onal'limitations of the handicap, but a high

score shows an empathic and appropriate.reference. For exam-
.

ple, a response'to th picfure described above such as "Wanna
'IT

,

c
4race?" would be coded

k
s Level- 5 for empathic adaptation and

Leve1,2 16--adaptatioh td.the handicap, unless the respondent

was also in wheelchair. A response such as, "I'll get a:,

wheelchair and we can.havela race" w,...91d_be Level 7.eor-empA-

thic adaptation and Ldvel6'for handicap adaptation. .The
. V

-,,

--.. second response would receive a higher score on both scales-,

, .

because it shows mire concern for the handicapped chilsa's,

feelings:and some, realization -that a race between a child

running and another,in a wheelchair is not approprate.

Indert Table 2 about :here,

After t1 scale was develOped, an attempt was made to

provide some validity for it by/utilizing 'four handicapped ,

adults and fouespecial-edubation teachers. Fifty responses

given by the p.artici)pants were randomly selected and trans-

cribed onto index cards. Each adult was randdmly assigned

1
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twenty of these- cards and was asked toe order them from low
,

est to highest sari the adaptation of.the message to the lis-
,.

tener in the picture. They were provided with the pictures,

bUtnot with the.coding scheme. The order provided by yach

judge was corielated with the scores which the'pictures had

been assigriell on the original coding scheme: The average

each adult was asked to select those

7 cards in his or her set which reported resporises to the pic-
.

'tures-of thd handicapped children. The picture number was

'noted on each index card. They ordered these pictures-on
.

the appropriateness of the adaptation to the handicap in the

picture. 'The average correlation for this scale was .74.-
. '

Following this measure the'children wete given a brief

intelligence test. T he purpose of this test was to'control

for the. possible effects-.of intelligence on adaptation abili-
'

ties. The Slosson InteAigeneel TestJ 197i edition, was used
. 6

for this purpose.' Reliability of this measure is .97. (Slos-

,

son, 4 1971),and correlations with the Stanford -Binet test,
.

Form L-M, range from r=:90 to .98s _The test was- administered
-

.orally and took about 10- to 15 minutes..

Data Analysis

The va riables wereiAnalyz'ed.by a series of nonerthogonal/
analyses or variance sepatate-variance estimate' t-tests.

An analysis of covariance wascompated to partial out the

effect of intelligence. Refiability,cOefficients, or, mea-"
. .

sures of agreefflent between the'judges, were computed onsboth

a

a

12

v.
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#

the ratings of empa,thic adaptation (Pearso n r=.93) and han-

-dicap
.

adaptation'Ir=.86).. Ratings of the two judges were

averaged to 'yield scores fqr analysis.. Power estimates .are'

t-

from the, tables provided by- Col len. (1977Y.

RESULTS,_

.

Hypothesis 1 ..,'

, ,

.. The first hypothesis. sug4eSted a difference between the
-''.

.

empathic adaptation scores of he nonhandicapped students

toward pictures of handicapped and nonhandicapped children.

This hypothesis was supported, with the responses toward the

handicapped pictures (R=4.89, SD =.9l, n=90) significantly

1.Pw 061 df-489, p 4001) than responses froward the non-

nandicapp0 pictures (R=5.88, ,SD=1.17, n =90).,

Hypothesis 2
%Iv

Differences between handicapped and nonhandicapped

children on adaptation to handicaps was'posite d in the sec-

hyPothesis. This was,not supported (t=-.17, df=90,

p71974 Power=.27). The responses of the two groups were

almost.identical, with the mean for the handicapped children

equal to 3.13 (SD=.82,-11=55) and for the nonhandicapped
11*

children equal do 3.15 (SD=;61, n=90). Handicapped children

are -no better at adapting to the functibnal limitations of

disabilities' than are those, who are not handicapped.

Hypothesis 3,

The assumption behind hypothesis 3 was that mainstreaming

1°
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would improve nonhandicapped children's ability to communi7

catvith the handicapped. This-was not supported lby the

analysis of empathic adaptation (t=-.22, df=42, p=,83,

Power .21) or handicap adaptation (t=1.18, df=39, p=.24,

Power=.55). Ttle means for the groups may be seen in Tle°3.

- Insert Table 3 about there.'

Hypothesis 4

Changes with increasing age on both types of ad.Aptation
.kv

v.

were suggested in the fourth hypothesis. This was supported

for the measure' Of handicap adaptation (F=7.68; df=2,142,

2<.001) but was not quite supported by empathic adaptation

(F=2.69, df=2,14.67, Power=.99). Means for these

groups, which were all, in the hypothesized direction, are

presented i,n Table 4.

Insert Table 4 about here
,I., pot'

Hypothesis 5

The 'fifth hypothesis proposed differences between the

first and second'yeon both adaptation measures for the

integnated, nonhandicapped childrqe only,. Neither bf these

was supported, although the measure of htidicap adaptation

ishowed a trend in the appropriate direction (t=-.167, df=21,
4 it

Power=.6.5),. For .this measure the year ,one scores
.

("i=3,08.,'SD1.58, n=13)'were lower than scores collected in

the 4cond year (R=3.50,'SD=.62, n=11) . The scores. on

'I.

1.4

V
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empathic adaptation were almost identical a4oss years

(t=-.04, df=15, E=.97, Power =.l5; year one X =4.85, SD=.6+,

.n=13; year two X=4.86,_SD=1.18, n=11).

o Hypothesis 6

The final hypothesis spggested 'that .being in a main-
. 0 , .,

,

streamed class would become more effective, with increasing

age. This was not supported for empathic adaptation (F=.14,
. .

df=2,84,p=.87, Power=.21) or for handicap adaptation (F=1.17,

df=2,84, p=.32, Power7.13).
7

Intelligence was Clen statistically controlled using an

analysis Of-doyhYliFCe and the hypothesis tests)were repeated.

All results re imaind as reported above.
of

DISCUSSION

Analysis of the data,indiCates th t.nOnhandicapped

children.00mmunicate leSs''effectively with the handicapped

than with the nonhandicapped on both empathic and functional ,

levels. This finding was expected on the basis of the:large
#

body of evidence indicating thht the.handicapped axe treate

negatively by those without diSapilities.. Howdver, place-
,

ment in a class 'with handicapped Children does not-seem to
1

improve these communicative skills. This was- contrary,to

expectations and held true both at the conclusion, of the

first year and the second year. There were no differences
r

between the two years. The finding,that Mainstreaming Kas

no impact on the nonhandicapped children, however, must be

accepted:tentatively. The power estimates on these analyses

15.
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ranged from small to moderate.

An important and related finding is that the handicapped

children in the studytudy were also unable to effectively adapt"

their cOmmunicationto the pictures of the handicapped child-
.

ren. If having a handicap does not enable one to conimuni-

cate effectively with other,' handicapped, individuals, what is

necessary? Itmay be that one prerequisite for adapting to

a handicapped person dtbeing able to-adapt communication in

general. Other research (Thompson, 1981) has shown that

handicapped children tend to be deficient in general commu-
..

-nicative abilities because they have fewer opportunities for

interaction with other children. If these children generally

cannot adapt their communication, they are not likely to tee

the need to adapt to a handicap. 'While general,communicative

ability is'not the only.pre uisite,to handicap adaptation,

there is evidence that it is.one+prerequisite (Thompspn,

1981) :. . .. 'V

It is also -interesting to, that the,lack of support

for this hypothesis is consiste -with the argument by Gaff-e
man (1963) that even the stigmatized discriminate again-S.-IL-4'

.other stigmatized indiliidualsi This is.particularly ,true

when the other, person with whom the handicapped person comes

in contact is more severely ditabled than him or herself.,

"The stigmatized individual exhibits_a tendency to stratify
4 ,

his 'own' according to the degree to which their stigma is
. ;

apparent and obtru ve. 'lle-can then take up, in regard to

those'who are more evidently stigmatized than Ifimilf the

16
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attitudes the.noreals take.to him" (Goffman,' 1963, p. 107).

Actual communicative behaviors were of measured in

this study; rather, responges to hypothetical situations,

were assessed. We cannot be sure how representative the

data are of how the children really communicate with each

other. Some validity is lent to the coding scheme, however,

by the ratings of the special education teachers and handi-
.,

-capped adults.. Their ratings were basically consistent with

those obtained on the original coding scheme. This also in-

dicates that the u e of such measurement techniques may have

promise for future .research attempts. It appears to be a

manageable but effe tive methodof.categorizing responses.

The coding scheme fc5 assessing adaptation to handicaps, how-
_

ever, should 14(refinea. Both its inter-rater reliability

and.avbrage correlation of the adults' ratings were lower

than for the other coding scheme.

Some validity is also lent to the results obtained

through the use of pict res by comparing the findings of the

current study with network analyses of these classrooms

(Thompson, 1940). The networkanalyse:Nindicate that the

mainstreamed disabled children in these Classes are communi-

cative -isolatesthey ate much less likely to sarticipate in

communication with others in their class. These findings

are consistent With those of the present study.

.An important implication of both the current findings

and those,reported by Thompson (1980) is that mainstreaming;

in and of itself, does not seem to be sufficient. Simply

placing a disabled child in a "regular" classroom does not

.01(
17
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insure any impact upon the other children in thee-class. In

order to facilitate some improvement in mainstreamed class-

rooms, Acreased contact must be encouraged by the teacher.

irhis maybe done by-class exercises which specifically re-

quire interpersonal contact between children. The effective-

ness of these exercises must also be empirically examined-.
L

Other techniques that have been succet-S'Iul at impZoying em-

. pathy'include' handicap-simulation (Wilson,` 1967; Wilson and

Acorn, 1970; Israelson, 1986; and Glazzard, 1979)-and the

use of various media devices representing factual informa-

tion about disabilities (Litton, Banbury and Harris,.1980).

Inappropriate Responses,

Many of the problems -which the children had communicat-
=.

g to the pictures ofthe Oandicappedlchilden consisted of

propriate references to'the handicap-z.references whiCh,e-

Were not necessary in that.context. A post-hoc examination

of these inappropriate references was undertaken kn an at-

tempt to further understand the communicative problems.

This analysit indicated4tbat ajarge number of the inappro-

priate references (almos 0%) represented an accurate ass-.

essment of the physical limitations caused 4 the disallity,

but the limitations were mentioned in a context which had
s.

nothing to do with the-task or situation under consideration.

For-instance, when telling a gir\ pictured with crutches that,
_

she can't go to the store, the is'no need to refer to the

disability. Walking on crutches does not mean that one can,

not go to a store. But many of the children assumed that a
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physical 8i,sabiIity eliminates many more activities than it

actually does constrain. Such responses are indicative of

identification of the handicapped person solely on the'basis

of the disability,
(
a problem deserving of'further stud/. '

Another 40% of the inappropriate references entai ed

assumption of another disability in addition to the one pic-

ftured, or assumption of overall inferioraity.becaue of the

handicap. Although none of the children pictured were blind,

.one response to a picture'of,the girl on crutches was, "She's

probably'blind. When you're blind sometimes you can't go

where other people go--when somebody don't want you to come

with'them you can't come." Another example of this was ad-

dressed to a .girl with lower leg-braces, "You can't play

Marbles--you have ,a wooden hand."

The remaining 10t of the inappropriate references indi'n

cated that the child was not able to accurately assess the

physical limitations of the disability pictured. In response

to.fthe picture of the child with leg braces one boy said;

"You eouldnit play marbles because you can't kneel down." It

would seem that this misassessment would be easier to remedy

than the two other groups. This could be,eliminated by teach-

ing and discussion about the disability. The two larger__

group. of inappropriate references are based on stereotypes

of.the hand4capped, which are more difficult to overcome.

All of the inappropriate references were more prevalent

among the younger children and among the nonhandicapped

children.

9
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Underlying the study sreported herein and its findings

is an important but rarely addressed. idea - -we can't communi-

cate to the handicapped as we would to anyone else. Many

kind-hearted-individuals have urged us to treat the
v

sabled

as we Qat others. The fallacy here ism assuming that we
.

treat all other people in a similar way. Generally, we

treat people as individuals. This is what we also must.do

with the handicappedadapt our communication as,necessary

the.person. This means the handicap itself May sometimes

be a factor requiring adaptation; many other times it will

not be. Most importantly,'the handicap g11ould not be the

only characteristic to which we adapt. The goal should be

to communicate more interpersonally (Miller and Steinberg, ,

4

1975)--communicatingon the basis of psyqpological informa-

tiOn about the individual, not solely on the" basis of infor-
,

illation about sociological roles or cultural norms.

Limitations

This ,tudy is limited in several ways. Because it is,a

field study, inherent in it is ladk of control over some con=

'founding variables. The study also dealt with adaptation to

only one type of'handicap. Its generalizability is thUs in

question. Since the datAkare only cross - sectional, develop=
1

mental conclusions must be tentative. And, as was mentioned
, .

above, actilal communicative behaviors werellot.obse ved.

Childr were simply asked to place themselves in hypotheti-
AP"

cal cirCut mstances, Their responses may or may not be repre-

gentative'ojhow they behave on the playground or in the

20
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All of these limitations must be overcome in later re-
.

search attempts. In addition, the,cuxrent study must be and'

is being expanded into a lo gitudinal investigition. At the

same time other effects of mainstreaming on handicapped=

4nonhandicapped relations must be examined.

conclusions '
4

Although we know that mainstreaming is having some posi-

tive consequences for handicapped children, it hat not helped

enough. Disabled children are social isolates, poorer cam-
:t

municators (ThOmpton, 1981), and are the receivers of less

empathic and 'appropriate communication. he goals-,of teach-
.,

ers and administrators mull be to work wit.both handicapped

'and nonhandicapped children to overcome these problems. 'Only

in this way may we truly provide the mot,.fulfilling environ-

ment for all children.')

4

%
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NOTES

1
This research was funded by a grant from the Bureau for the,__,

Education of the Handicapped, Department Of Edutation.

2A
handicap is defined by Kelly and Vergason (19788-/"-a-A, "The'

,result of any condition or deviation, physical or mental,
that inhibits or prevents achievement .or acceptance (p. 65)."

3Kelly and. Vergason (1978)?efine an orthopedic handicap as,
"A disabling condition cau ed by physical impairments, es-
pecially th6se 'related to the bones, joints and muscles
(p. 102).1" .

22
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Table 1

Descriptions of-Pictures and Questions
\%

41e

QuestionPicture

1. Young girl standihg

2. Young, girl standing
and leaning on tri-
ceps crutches

3.. Young boy sitting in
chair crying

4. Young boy mjx.ssing.one
armisiteing in chair
.crying

.

5. Young Srl.wearing'
metal leg braces
standing,lookingsdown

-at some marbles

6. Young girl standing
ldoking down at some.
marbles

on/

7. Young boy throwing .a'
pillow

Pretend that this little girl
just asked you if she could
play with} you, but she can't, .

right now. You're supposed to
tell'her that she can't. What
would; you say to her to let
hei know that she can't plays:
with you?

Preteng that this girl Ins to
go somewhere, butyou know that
she ca'n't go right now. 'What
-would you say to her to let her
know that she can't go?

What mould you to this lit-
tle bdy if y want to make
him happy ?,

Let's pretend that you have -
decided that you wanted to
play a game with this boy-7a
game like checkers or another
board game. What do you think;
you would say to this boy to
get him to play checkers with
you?

Let's say you want to playmar-
bles'with this girl. What
would you say'to her to` get her
to play marbles with you? .

This little girl,wants to play
mart:ilea, but you know that she
can't right now. What would
you say td.her to let her know'
that she can't play marbles now?

, V44

Let's pretend that you were just
-playing"with A toy that Belongs
to this boy. - While you were
playing with it it fell and .it
accidentally-broke. What would

6
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Table 1 (continued)

A 4

Picture

8. Young boy sitting
in wheelchair throw-
ing a pillow

o

Question

you say to this boy to let 'him
know that hig toy was broken?.

Let's pretend that you wanted
to have a race with this boy.
What would you say to hiM to .

get him to race with you.?

24 ---..
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Table 2

Coding Schemes

I' ,General listener adaptationcoding scheme

Leve?"1: No response

Le'vel 2: Inappropriate response

Level 3: 'Incomplete, response butin the right direction

Level 4: 4 'Repetition ofeperimdntep's instruction in
the resp6nse original ideas or. wording

4

Level 5:

Level 6:

Level 7:

Level 8:

Straightforward Sand appropriate commuriication-
getting,the message across but no adaptation
to the particular situation - original wording

Slight adaptation; recognition of emotional
state (i.e., sorry .or please)

Stronger adaptation excuses. made, persuasion rN

used

Empathic adaptation and attempt to mollify
feelings.

II. Adaptation to handicap (to be used only_gLpictures of
ha icapped kidp) .

Level 1: No response

Level 21

Level 3:

Level 4:

Level 5:
/,

Level 6:

9.
No reference to handicap when reference. would
have been appropriate or when the subject did '

not recognize the handicap

Reference to handicap, but unnecessary or
inappropriate

No reference to handicap, but-reference was
not necessary

Appropriate reference, but not strong or empa-
thic

.Empathic, accurate reference (i.e., appropri-
.

ate..offers of help Or understanding)

u25
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Table 3

*
Differences between Children

in Integrated and: Nonintegrated Classrooms

Empathic Handicap
Group AdaptAtion Adaptation

°

Integrated 1.85 3.28

class SD .90 .62

ea.

n 24 24

'Nonintegrated i" 4.90 1.10.'

class SD .92 6 .60
.

:.

n 66 66:;.

a

kr'

W

6
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T'a-Le.4

Scores Grades

'Group

Empathic
Adaptation

Handicap
Adaptation

k
First: i 4.43 -

, Z.90

SD 0 1.30 .64

n \ 52 52

Third: x 4.87 3.16

SD
- 1.15 .63

..":, II 57 57

Sixth:
(

x 4.96 3.46
. /

SD 1.09 .73

n 36 36 g
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